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Focus of Session During the session, we focused on the history of the

Bodleian library and discussed its importance for

British and European culture. Hiroko also practised her

English conversation by answering questions

about Japan and her studies and her future plans.

Our focus this session was on one of the books

Hiroko downloaded from the digital Bodleian library

collection and one of the treasures of the Bodleian

collection, Shakespeare's First Folio.

During this session, we focused on the life and times

of William Shakespeare and his impact on world

literature and English-language literature in

particular.

During this lesson we focused on Shakespeare's play

Romeo and Juliet.

The focus of this session was descriptive writing and

the impact Oxford University has had on education

around the world.

Key achievements from session: Hiroko's pronunciation and comprehension is very

good. She understands a good range of vocabulary

and was able to answer comprehension questions on

the text as well as summarising some sections in her

own words. In addition, Hiroko was able to understand

unfamiliar vocabulary once I had explained it.

Hiroko's pronunciation is very good and she generally

has a very good understanding of grammar and

vocabulary. Hiroko also chose a very suitable book

which is related to what she is currently studying and

her desired career path. An excellent choice Hiroko,

well done!

Hiroko's pronunciation is very good and her

understanding is generally accurate. She

understands more  complex items of vocabulary once

explained and is normally able to summarise sections

of the text in her own words. In addition, Hiroko was

able to give her opinion of Shakespeare's Romeo

and Juliet and explain what she thinks about the play.

Hiroko wrote a very good summary of the play. She

identi+ed the key themes and included a wide range of

vocabulary. She was also able to use justi+cations

effectively in order to support her personal opinions

about the play. Very well done!

Hiroko wrote an extremely detailed and accurate

account of her past weekend with a wide variety of

interesting facts and a good range of vocabulary. In

addition, she was able to express her personal

opinions on the places she visited and supported

these with reasons why. Her pronunciation is also

very good. Very well done, Hiroko, and keep up the

excellent effort!

Key things to work on: Hiroko should continue to revise new vocabulary and

learn it at regular intervals.

Hiroko should continue to keep a glossary of new

words and try to learn them on a regular basis as this

will increase her accuracy.

Hiroko should continue to keep a glossary of new

vocabulary and try to learn it at regular intervals. In

addition, she should read in English as much as

possible in order to increase her range of vocabulary

and her accuracy.

Hiroko should continue to keep a glossary of new

words and try to learn them regularly.

I would encourage Hiroko to continue to read in

English as much as possible in order to increase her

range of vocabulary and her accuracy. I think a fun

way to do this would be to read up on the places

Hiroko is planning to visit in order to understand the

history and culture of the countries.

Further reading/work suggested: For homework, Hiroko should write a summary of the

text we studied in class about the history of the

Bodleian library in her own words, including any facts

she 3nds interesting or surprising. In addition,

Hiroko should choose a text from the digital Bodleian

library collection for us to analyse during our next

session. I recommend choosing a more modern text to

begin with as the language in older texts will be more

challenging.

For our next session, Hiroko should research

Shakespeare's life and key works in order to gain a

better understanding of the in0uence of the writer on

English-language literature.

For homework, Hiroko should continue to research

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet and write a

sumamry of the play in her own words. She should

try to include her personal response to the text - does

she like the play? Why / why not? Why does she

think the play is one of the author's most popular

works? Do the universal themes of love, family loyalty

and revenge explain the texts international appeal, in

her opinion?

For our next lesson, Hiroko will attempt a creative

writing task set in the Bodleian library. She can carry

out some research into the library but she must come

up with an original idea for her story. If she has time,

she can also chose a text from the digital library and

write a summary of one of the chapters.

This was our last session, but Hiroko has a lot of

information about Oxford University, including famous

alumni, which she can revise in order to help her

understand the importance of this institution not only

for British history but also for the world.

Plan for next session: During the next session, we will go through Hiroko's

summary and identify any grammar or vocabulary

points which require further study and / or clarification.

We will also begin to analyse the text Hiroko has

chosen.

During our next session, we will continue to study

Shakespeare's life and key works.

During our next session, we will continue with our

study of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet and

analyse the style of the text and the key themes.

During our next session, we will focus on Hiroko's

creative writing task and identify strengths and areas

for improvement.

This was our last lesson.

Progress of Mentee (Overview): On track On track On track On track On track

Progress of Mentee (Written): Hiroko is an extremely hardworking and conscientious

student with a highly positive attitude towards English

language and culture. Her comprehension is good and I

am con3dent that she will make very good progress if

she continues to revise English vocabulary and

grammar regularly. Very well done,

Hiroko, and keep up the excellent work!

Hiroko's written English is generally accurate. I would

encourage her to check her work thoroughly, paying

particular attention to masculine and singular

adjectives. Well done, Hiroko, and keep up the

excellent work!

Hiroko's written English is highly accurate and she

uses a good range of vocabulary. She should

continue to revise grammar and new vocabulary at

regular intervals in order to increase her accuracy.

Very well done, Hiroko, and keep up the excellent

effort!

Hiroko's written English is highly accurate but she must

ensure that she checks her written work thoroughly

before submitting her final draft to ensure that there

are no grammar mistakes. Very well done, Hiroko, and

keep up the excellent effort!

Hiroko's written work is highly accurate and she

normally understands most of the vocabulary in a

variety of texts. She should continue to keep a

glossary of new terms and try to learn them at regular

intervals. Thank you so much Hiroko for your effort

during the sessions! You have achieved a lot and I

wish you much success, happiness and fulfilment in

your future studies.


